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BUILD RELATIONSHIPS AT A DISTANCE
THE OPPORTUNITY WITH VIDEO:

THOMAS BUCHANAN
ACCOUNT EXEC @ MODUS

“I’ve met 50-100 people at my target accounts this year.
But 500+ people at these accounts have met me.”



ACCOUNT SELECTION

Set clear guidelines for what a good 
account looks like

● Develop a clear ICP that Sales and 
Marketing can agree on

● Give reps access to data points that will 
help them select the best possible 
accounts

● Ensure external tools and process are in 
place to analyze accounts 

● Have a feedback mechanism for 
measuring the best accounts



QUALIFYING LEADS WITH VIDEO

Video within your 1st email outreach is a 
great way to introduce your brand to 
cold leads and drive higher 
engagement scores than text based
emails alone allowing you to double 
score off one send.

● Opened the email = 1 point
● Opened the email and watched 50% of 

the video = 5 points
● Opened the email and watched 100% of 

the video= 10 points 🌟

http://drive.google.com/file/d/1D58zurmExU664891FKYfYpQVNijyr-_T/view


LET VIEW DATA DRIVE AUTOMATED CHANNELS

1. Include video within marketing emails and 
launch retargeting ads at leads who hit a 
view threshold  of 50% or more

2. Increase funnel velocity by delivering ads 
relevant to the video content they 
engaged with offering  relevant content 
assets based on journey stage 

3. This ensures you’re showing the right type 
of content to the right audience at the 
right time and not burning ad dollars on 
leads who are too cold to convert

Bucketed “personalized videos” that address a specific pain point can be delivered across 
a persona list to increase engagement at scale while providing the data you need to 
target across channels.



KEEPING 🔥HOT🔥
LEADS WARM
Hot weeks MOFU can lead to luke 
warm leads for sales - use video to 
stoke the fire

● Deliver a hype video on your brand to 
maintain momentum 

● Help sales prioritize leads by filtering top 
video views on top of your qualification 
criteria

● Use video as the bridge between your 
marketing efforts and 1st sales touch

http://drive.google.com/file/d/13R85Ox3tl1XDJXgiVrK0tLrqfWqfzRqT/view


Ensuring Sales Success



ENSURING SALES SUCCESS



Create custom video messages for Decision 
Makers.

Connect by showcasing your knowledge of 
the account - share content relevant to what 
you know they’re engaging in

Track each and every view to further score 
the account.

VIDEO FOR SALES 1ST 
TOUCH



PERSONALIZED VIDEO TEMPLATES: The Formula

Create videos that:

● They will recognize (relevance)
● Proves you’ve done your homework (value)
● Feels unique and interesting (interest)

Target accounts are worth more effort! Bring decision makers into your message and 
use personalized visual elements to clearly demonstrate you made this just for them.



SHOW YOUR WORK WITH PERSONALIZED 
SCREEN SHARES

Use recorded screen shares to engage qualified 
prospects in your offering on a deeper level.

1. Walk thru their site and reference known pain 
points you can help solve for - just seeing their 
site will increase click thrus!

2. Establish your expertise in their problems with 
real time examples

3. Use view data to validate your ( data-based) 
assumptions about their wants and needs -
low view rate? Adjust and try again



CUSTOMIZE PRE-EXISTING CONTENT

Video introductions to pre-existing demos or case 
studies maintain the personal connection with 
generic content.

1. Record a 30 sec introduction to the content
2. Explain what it is and why it’s valuable to 

them, in their role at that account
3. Include an -invideo CTA to drive them to the 

next great resource
4. Target your follow up based on view data -

Decision Maker personas with 100% views 
should be followed up with ASAP



PERSONALIZE DIRECT MAIL GIFTS AT SCALE
Direct mail is one of the most personal marketing channels, but how to do you scale? 

It's not as hard as you think!  

● Enable sales reps to create 1 video per 
rep to put a face to the name when 
sending out gifts

● Align with sales to make unboxing 
videos to make the follow up even more 
personalized and special - recognition of 
the gift in the video thumbnail will drive 
views!

● Track each view and deliver a 
personalized asset to those that view 
and accept



COMMUNICATION ALIGNMENT

● Managing AE Ownership of Leads
● Making Qualification Scoring a Sales 

and Marketing Exercise
● Consistent feedback loop between 

AEs and Marketing

● Targets and Compensation 
● Constant communication on MQA 

Scoring
● Ensure Sales  Alignment Rolls Up 

Across the Board

Sales Marketing



ANALYZE AGAIN 🤓



Thank you!

Get started with Vidyard for free at 
www.vidyard.com/free 

Cole McLay
Manager, Commercial Sales

Vidyard
https://www.linkedin.com/in/colemclay/

Jesse Walsh
Sr. Manager, Segment Marketing

Vidyard
https://www.linkedin.com/in/jesse-walsh-62183016/

See Vidyard in action at 
https://www.vidyard.com/video-demo/
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